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For the past couple of months, I have been hosting virtual roundtables with 3-5 expert scientists, growers, and conservationists from all over the world. All videos can be viewed on the ICPS YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/icpstv. For discussions that were shorter than 1 hour, the videos are also published on our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/InternationalCarnivorousPlantSociety/videos.

The response has been great! Check out some of these comments:

@Tommyr: “Excellent show!”

@super-jojo: “This video was insane! So amazing to see experts of the field discussing together.”

@EarthsGeomancer: “These videos are so valuable. Thanks for the hard work in organizing them! It’s like an Avengers team of Sarr breeders. Wow. Thanks for organizing this. Really enjoyed it!”

@HerebutNot: “Great talk – nice to hear the exploration of these topics from different perspectives.”

@jayholmes46: “Great panel! Very much enjoyed it, thank you ICPS! I really like the variations on responses. It surfaced the creativity of everyone. Thank you all.”

@dmitrykutcherov8546: “Really enjoyed the roundtable and looking forward to more such informative and inspiring talks.”

I hope you watch them and find value in them for yourself. My vision is for you to get a glimpse behind the curtain. You get to hear shoptalk – what has worked and maybe more importantly what hasn’t. Moderating these international panels which contain different levels of expertise and experiences has been very educational for me. I hope they help you too. That is what being an ICPS member is all about. We want to give you a premium education on anything and everything related to carnivorous plants. If you have a topic or an expert or two in mind, please send me an email.